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dIts
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old Bong
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have
paper because people who dontdont
go to Rice wont understandunderstand
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gripe was the idea of having toof
ask a girl out weeks ahead ofare
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dates for Homecoming weekend
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weeks ahead is far enough inmajor
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date
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accept a ddate
te any further inadvance for fear of having a-aadate
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about Lynch taking part in thethink
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represent
Association he should representnot
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In the Womens Section of TheTh
RicRice
Sunday Chronicle
h onicle eight RiceRic
view
men expressed their frank viewgirls
points about the Rice girlstalk
Since then the girls have talkRicRice
ed about little else and the RiceRic
their
boys have laughed at theirup
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n merous other protest noticesnotice
Jones
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Wer posted
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